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Industrial and Environmental Concepts, Inc. (IEC) was the winner in international competition for 

an Agricultural Project in Saudi Arabia.  Sinopec, the largest oil refining company in the world, 

awarded IEC a contract, to design and install covers for multiple water reservoirs in the arid 

region.

Lakeville, MN – July 24, 2014 – The Kingdom of Saudi and Sinopec (the world’s largest oil refining 

company in the world), awarded Industrial and Environmental Concepts, Inc. of Lakeville, Minnesota a 

contract in the Al Khobar region of Saudi Arabia.    The project is managed by the Saudi Government and

their agency Hassa Irrigation and Drainage.   The Saudi government recognizes the importance of water, 

and is currently employing the world’s leaders in the water industry to assist in their development and 

preservation of their countries resources.  Industrial and Environmental Concepts has designed an 

innovative Evaporation Mitigation Cover System that not only reduces evaporation, but also traps 

rainwater and keeps wind-blown debris from entering water reservoirs.  The water conserved by IEC’s 

system will be piped approximately 165 miles to an agricultural area where it will be used to grow crops. 

Approximately 1/3 of the cover materials have shipped from Minnesota, with estimated completion 

scheduled for March 2015.   

The continued exchange of products and management practices between the Saudi Government and 

USA is a great example of countries using their best resources to improve the overall economic and 

environmental conditions of both participating countries.  Assistance from the Minnesota Department of 

Employment and Economic Development (DEED), EXIM and the US Commercial Service and their Saudi

offices were a great asset and essential to making this project possible.     

About Industrial and Environmental Concepts

Industrial and Environmental Concepts is a leader in the water industry with over 1,000 cover and liner 

installations on 4 continents. Our mission is to deliver the best technical solution to every customer-every 

time. IEC covers help our agricultural, municipal and industrial customers achieve their treatment goals 

and improve reliability, regardless of the region.   Our company offers proven innovative technologies, 
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comprehensive support and over two decades of experience in the water industry. For more information 

you can call 952-829-0731 or visit www.ieccovers.com

http://www.ieccovers.com/

